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Cat-Nr: SAFMG
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Artikel info:-

Sonic is astonished at seeing a pretty girl appearing at the
stable. Unfortunately she is accompanied by a guy (Luan)
who seems to be her boyfriend. But that doesn&acute;t bother
Sonic at all. As soon as Luan has left the stable and Lilli stays
alone with her horse, he sees his chance to come up to the
beauty. He&acute;s lucky because she is also interested in
him and they arrange a date. Both aren&acute;t aware of
Luan who observes them. Luan intercepts Sonic and
confronts him. They come into conflict about the girl and
decide to settle the matter &ldquo;mannishly&rdquo; .
Because the stable is not the right place for such a hassle
they head to a bordering field. They wrestle some time for the
brace of Lilli, who doesn&acute;t realize anything because
she&acute;s inside with her horse. But soon Sonic is annoyed
of the fighting and suggests to leave for a drink. They chat
while drinking a beer when Lilli arrives. She pretends not
knowing Sonic but Luan confronts her immediately with the
scene in the stable. At first she denies everything and calls
Luan a liar. The dispute inflames again, this time much
harder. Lilli learns about the wrestling on the field and
demands a fight about her. Because she&acute;s hot for both
of them she declares &ldquo;the winner of the fight will get me
and is aloud to f*** me immediately&rdquo;. Tough words
from a tender girl. The boys strip to their underwear and start
fighting. This time harder then outside, because they
don&acute;t want to show any weakness in front of Lilli. And
she is heating them up, starts stripping in front of them and
commands them to use ballgraps and shred the shorts. She
wants to see more and she gets more! Who gets Lilli after the
fight in the pub is not given away yet. At the end it&acute;s, as
always in our xxx films, all about sex, love and passion.

	Play length approx: 60 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  35,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]
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Options Stay away from my Girlfriend! (XXX) :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Sunday 13 November, 2011
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